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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
PRESIDENT’S REPORT FOR 2020-2021
After a somewhat tumultuous and “covid-ridden” year, we are (hopefully) moving into a
more settled time where the availability of vaccines will enable us to return to a more
enjoyable existence and time to pursue our “finny friends”.
Our shift from Milford Cruising Club to the Birkenhead RSA has been pretty painless and
I would like to record my thanks to the Management and Staff who are managing to juggle
the needs of a diverse group from fisher folk to brass bands!
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More particularly, it is timely to record to recognise the very considerable “behind the
scenes” work and effort put in by our committee in ensuring that the operation of the club
continues in a seamless fashion. At the top of that list is our Treasurer, Barrie Barnes who,
while running a multi-faceted business portfolio, still makes the time to deal with all sorts
of issues relating to club matters be they financial or organisational. Barrie’s IT skills are
singularly impressive and of immense value to all of us.
All of you will be well aware of the high quality of our club newsletter which is almost
certainly the best of its type in the country. Our compiler and editor, Duncan Frew, has
produced the newsletter for as long as I can remember and given that the club was
established 18 years ago, that is quite a long time. Duncan is always appreciative of any
“copy” we can provide so please don’t hesitate to forward images, stories, etc.
Mike Martindale, our club secretary, is continuing the excellent standard of record keeping
established by previous office holders ( Roy Richardson and Dennis Smith ) and both
Simon Hoole and Maurice Parlane are competent and efficient trip organisers.
My thanks to all of my fellow committee members.
The club moves into another year in very good heart with a number of new members and
continuing enquiries from numerous “prospects”. It would be great to see more women
and juniors joining our ranks so if an opportunity arises, please extend an invitation to come
along to any club meeting to “test the waters”.
I hope to see as many of you as possible at the club AGM on Tuesday 18th May.
Dave Symes - President.

FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Newsflash from Adam Daniel at Fish and Game, the Quarry Lake right beside Lake Pupuke
has been fishing extremely well. He is asking that if you get a chance to fish it please let
him know how it went, good or bad. He is very interested to see how the Trout released
there this year are progressing. Are the catch rates good? What is the condition of the fish?
How easy / hard was it to actually fish the Lake? Please give him some feedback at
ADaniel@fishandgame.org.nz
The Waipa tributaries have been fishing exceptionally well, but remember, most of them
will close at the end of June, so get out there and give it a go.
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Johan at it again with a stonking Rainbow. Photo courtesy of Johan Kok.
Rotorua
The stream mouths in all the Lakes are starting to work at the slightest hint of rain, but the
streams are at present full of fish that have been in the river for quite a while with only
occasional dribs and drabs of fresh fish coming up them. That being said, there are some
fantastic Browns in there to be caught. On the last two visits both Ryan and myself have
managed to hook double figure fish but have been unable to get them to the net. So very
close but no cigar. As soon as they get some decent rain down there you can expect all the
tributaries to fill up with fresh run silver bullets.
Taupo Region
Where do we start… Lake Otamangakau last weekend was just weird to look at. No flow
into the Lake at all and the outflow canal closed off as well, and no visible fish action.
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However, the Tongariro had some very nice Rainbows, mostly Jacks, averaging around
5pds, and some absolutely huge Browns, some of the biggest I have ever seen in there.
Naturally the Browns didn’t get that way by being stupid and were almost always tucked
in behind snags or in places that made getting a good drift very hard. Local Guide Brian
Wilson reports that the recent rain has definitely freshened things up and the next few days
should see some excellent fishing.
Lake Taupo has been producing some superb fish down the southern end of the Lake, with
the Tongariro Delta slow but steady. However, some reports from the northern end are not
so good.
As we left on Sunday I watched a wet liner pluck a very nice fresh run fish from just above
the Tauranga Taupo bridge.
Overall, it looks like another excellent winter seasons fishing is on the way.

What’s in store for winter, a fat Tongariro Rainbow. Photo courtesy of Stephen Charles.
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Saltwater
Recent Trips out have seen multitudes of undersized Snapper, big Kahawai, solid Trevally
and Rat Kings up to 15pd. Get out there while you can as the water temperature is dropping
away quite rapidly. Three weeks ago it was 20.8, last week it was 18.2.
Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had Rob Vaz talking to us about fishing the Dry Fly. It was a very enjoyable
night and thank you once again Rob.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 18th MAY 7.30 PM
This month we have our AGM. This is sure to be an interesting night and we hope to see
you there.

WHY WE FISH
Strange: when working I think about fishing, when fishing I don't think about working.
A.N. Other

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .
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FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Barry Schultz
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips
away in the motorhome.
Gary Bolstad
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Mobile 022 379 3070
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
gd.bolstad@gmail.com
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.
Derek Robinson
Retired available most times keen to do
Ph 4437311
Waikato streams and most other things.
Mob: 0212 595 371
pamanddek@outlook.com

CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
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Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Russell Nelson.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Under the conditions then prevailing - the thermometer recording 97 degrees in the
shade, the stream at its lowest point, and the temperature of the water very high - I really
believe that the only chance he might have had would have been with a very 'wet' Mint
Julep.
George M. L. La Branche - The Dry Fly and Fast Water 1914
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz

FLY TYING INSTRUCTION
This is on a postponement at present as our instructor Johan is expecting a baby very soon
and can’t commit to being able to do the online instruction.
Stay tuned for more details on how this will progress over the summer.
If you would like to see the videos of the Flies that have been tied just go to
http://www.nsff.org.nz/ .

CLUB TRIPS 2021
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes FEBRUARY 2022
March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 2022
April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip – April 2022
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 27th 28th 29th 2021
July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2021
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021
December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2021
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.
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WHANGANUI RIVER COMPETITION - REPORT
With the current variations in weather nobody was too sure how things would pan out for
the weekend but fortunately all went well.
Fish wise it was a successful competition with all but one competitor managing to land a
fish on the competition day itself. On the non-competition side of things it was, by all
accounts, an even more successful weekend. New water was explored, new
accommodation at Blazing Paddles tried out, and there was lots of laughter and information
shared in equal measure. An excellent Club Trip.
A big thank you to Barrie and Simon for organising this weekend and also to all the
participants.
As for the results, it was neck and neck between Johan and Simon with Johan eventually
edging ahead with 8 fish landed to Simons 7. Very solid fishing and congratulations Johan!
So the overall results for the Club Rodd and Gunn Trophy are:
River Section – Johan Kok
Lake Section – The I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Meinrad Roehrs
Rodd and Gunn Trophy – Johan Kok

Eager and ready to
go. The team
immediately prior
to the Competition.
Photo courtesy of
Simon Hoole.
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MAY NGONGOTAHA / ROTORUA CLUB TRIP
This year’s May Club Trip to Rotorua / Ngongotaha will be on the weekend of Thursday
27th, Friday 28th, Saturday 29th and Sunday the 30th of May. We will again be staying at the
Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’
accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down
on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it $150.00.
This is always a fun Trip and even if the weather turns to absolute rubbish there is a plethora
of Lakes to fish and you can always find somewhere out of the wind.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make ASAP and then pay your
money to the Club.


internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

A Ngongotaha special, 9pds of Brown Trout fun.
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TUITION TRIP FOR NOVICE ANGLERS
SOUGHT

-

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

This is almost finalized and we will be letting all those that are keen know as soon as
possible.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
I am firmly convinced that the ideal combination leading to a happy life is to have the
time to both fish and read.
Brian Murphy - The Angler's Companion

JULY CLUB TRIP TO TURANGI
This year’s Turangi Club Trip is again being organized by Maurice Parlane and will take
place on Friday 30th , Saturday 31st July and return on Sunday 1st August.
The Club has booked out several units at Tongariro River Motel and costs will be $105 per
person. This will include 2 nights accommodation on a shared unit basis and a slap up BBQ
dinner on the Saturday night. There are fish cleaning facilities, an electric overnight
smoker, multiple BBQ’s and a quick hot smoker.
Also, a number of people choose to come down on the Thursday night as well. If you do
this just add $45 to the cost.
If you are interested in knowing more about the Trip please contact Maurice ASAP as this
is always a popular weekend. Maurice’s contact details are as follows: mobile 021 650 692,
or e-mail to:
maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
If you are a definite starter just let Maurice know which nights you can make ASAP and
then pay your money to the Club.


internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Turangi
as a reference);
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Fish like this 7pd Rainbow taken by Ryan Schierhout last winter on the Tongariro await
you. All you have to do is come on down.
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
A teacher gave her class of 11 year olds an assignment to get their Parents to tell them a
story with a moral at the end. The next day the kids came back and one by one told their
stories.
Karl said, 'My father's a farmer and we have a lot of egg laying chooks. One time we were
taking our eggs to market in a basket on the front seat of the car when we hit a big bump
in the road and all the eggs went flying and broke and made a mess.'
'What's the moral of the story?' asked the teacher.
'Don't put all your eggs in one basket!'
'Very good,' said the teacher.
Next little Emily raised her hand and said, 'Our family are farmers too, But we raise chooks
for the meat market. One day we had a dozen eggs, but when they hatched we only got ten
live chicks and the moral to this story is: 'Don't count your chickens before they're hatched.'
'That was a fine story Emily.
Jimmy, do you have a story to share?'
'Yes. My dad told me this story about my Aunty Sarah. Aunty Sarah was a flight engineer
on a plane in the Gulf War and her plane got hit.
She had to bail out over enemy territory and all she had was 3 bottles of rum, a machine
gun and a machete.
She drank all the rum on the way down so it wouldn't break and then she landed right in
the middle of 100 enemy troops.
She killed seventy of them with the machine gun until she ran
out of bullets. Then she killed twenty more with the machete until the blade broke. And
then she killed the last ten with her bare hands.'
'Good heavens,' said the horrified teacher, 'what kind of moral did your father tell you from
that horrible story?'
'Stay the hell away from Aunty Sarah when she's been on the booze.'
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AUCKLAND WAIKATO FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE APRIL
The Season Is Not Over Yet, Trout Are Back In Hamilton!
There is still plenty of time to go fishing this season and many of our lowland rivers have
cooled down enough for trout to return.
Now that the Waikato River temperature is below 19°C trout are back on the bite in
Hamilton.
Although the weather is unsettled it is a great time of year to fish our rivers.
Flooded rivers can be difficult to fish but a little collar in rivers can make fish easier to
approach and hook.
Our wild fish tagging team have been
busy tagging fish this summer and it is
time to collect some data.
Staff are asking anglers heading up the
Mangatutu to carry a measuring tape so
the length of tagged fish can be recorded
along with tag numbers.
If you cannot be bothered carrying a measuring tape just keep a tab of electrical tape on
your rod to mark the fish length so you can measure it when you get home.
To report tag data please phone 07 849 1666 or send the details to
aucklandwaikato@fishandgame.org.nz .
School Holiday Fish Releases At Pupuke, Parkinson And Moana-Nui!
We will not be running a big public release this year at Lake Pupuke.
Staff will be releasing fish into the Quarry Lake section of the Lake Pupuke on Northcote
Road before May and we would like to see how it goes before setting up an event.
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We hope the smaller area of the Quarry Lake will make it far more likely for anglers to
catch trout.
We will need your feedback to determine
if the new Pupuke release site improves
fishing at the lake.
Lake Pupuke fish release
So, if you catch a fish in the Quarry Lake
please
send
a
photo
to
aucklandwaikato@fishandgame.org.nz .
Staff will also be changing how we release
fish in Parkinson Lake and Moana-nui.
Both lakes were previously stocked with one-year-old rainbow trout and will now be
stocked with catchable-sized two-year-old rainbow trout due to the huge success of the
releases last year.
As a result, fishing in all three lakes should be great by the 1st of May.
Tight Lines, Adam Daniel, Auckland/Waikato Fisheries Manager.
EASTERN FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE – APRIL
April And May Signify The Start Of The Winter Spawning Season For Trout In The
Eastern Fish & Game Region.
Cooler weather and the onset of rain stimulates fish to commence the migration to
spawning grounds, and this provides a great opportunity for anglers.
Big, prime rainbows are already on the move at the stream mouths around the Rotorua
lakes.
Reports of good catch rates have been received from Tarawera stream mouths.
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Early runs often tend to be smaller,
juvenile wild fish with larger
hatchery fish following and this has
been confirmed by our trapping at
the Te Wairoa stream, which is used
mostly to collect brood fish for the
Ngongotaha hatchery program.
Above Right: Mike Dorman of
Rotorua with a Tarawera rainbow
from 2020.
Every year we remind anglers that
winter success is much enhanced by
the onset of rain, especially after a
still, dry period.
As we can see from the table below,
spawning fish respond to rainfall.
During five days of trapping in late
May 2020, 101 fish ran the Te
Wairoa stream with 53 of those
running on one night (May 25th), as
32mm of rainfall occurred.
The other four nights, which were
mostly dry, saw average runs of just
12 fish per night.
The water temperature, which fluctuated throughout, seemed to have little effect on the
other hand.
Date
23/05/2020
24/05/2020
25/05/2020
26/05/2020
27/05/2020

Fish run
10
17
53
9
12

Rain, mm
0
0
32
2
0

Temp, degrees C
10
11.5
14.5
13.5
12

Table 1. Te Wairoa fish run Vs rain, mm
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So, warm, sunny afternoons might be enjoyable for sitting in a fold-out chair, soaking a
Boobie fly, but cold, wet, miserable weather produces more fish!
Key winter locations on the lakes are any of the stream mouths as spawning trout naturally
attracted to inflowing water.
Also, the places where Fish & Game release fish as maturing adult fish will tend to ‘return’
to these spots as if they were naturally spawned there.
Locations can be found in the hatchery liberation schedule found at
https://fishandgame.org.nz/eastern/freshwater-fishing-in-new-zealand/fishing-resources/
Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online
Entries go into the draw to win one of 20 free whole season fishing licences.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All lakes and streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
Tight Lines
Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game Officer.

WHAT IS THE NUMBER ONE THING FLYFISHERS CAN DO TO IMPROVE?
Todd Tanner – 10/04/21 – www.hatchmag.com another excellent US site.
One of the advantages to running a small, twice-a-year fly fishing school with some of the
world’s most acclaimed anglers is that I can reach out with trout-related questions
whenever I get the itch. Last week, I asked our School of Trout instructors if they’d be
willing to share their thoughts on the following question:
What’s the number one thing that novice and intermediate fly fishers can do to improve
their results on the water? (Let’s keep this trout specific.)
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Here’s how they responded:
Tom Rosenbauer — Spend less time casting (especially false casting) and more time
observing.
Craig Mathews — Do what the river tells you to do. If, for instance, caddis are emerging
and fish are rising to them, tie on a caddis imitation. Do not simply knot on a gaudy nymph
that imitates nothing the fish are feeding on, along with a bobber, and mindlessly flail the
water in hopes of hooking a fish. Trout water often reads like an open book; do what it says
and you will be rewarded!
Kirk Deeter — Fish with a really good angler. (Not necessarily a guide.) Actually watch
that person fish.
Hilary Hutcheson — Preparation is key. Trout behavior can be affected by things that
change every day like river levels and flow, temperature and angling pressure. Planning
with these things in mind will improve results and lead to more fun. Getting your gear
ready the night before will prevent forgetting important equipment like a net, rain jacket,
or water bottle. Consider that your fishing day starts well before you get to the water.
Unless you're being fully guided, you can't expect to show up and have everything fall into
place if you haven't properly prepared.
Bob White — Understand the fundamentals of casting, and practice until you feel you’re
proficient; valuing accuracy over distance. Think of yourself as hunter who stalks fish. I’d
happily trade the ability to throw a long line for stealth, accuracy and the ability to get close
to a trout. To this end, purchase and use good polarized sun glasses. I’d rather forget my
rod at home than my glasses! Casting blindly, without seeing the fish, doesn’t teach me
anything… while walking quietly along a stream, observing fish with good polarized
glasses helps me learn trout behavior… which is a net win.
Steve “Mac” McFarland — Go fishing every chance you can! Practice makes perfect.
Actually, perfect practice make perfect, but one thing at a time. Also, practice your knots
so you can change flies or adjust your leader when necessary. Too many anglers stick with
a fly that isn’t working because they’re not confident that they can quickly tie on a new
pattern.
Pat McCabe — Practice your casting and learn how to present the fly in different ways,
including reach casts, bounce casts and straight line casts — all while focusing on your
accuracy.
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Tim Romano — Ask questions. Constantly ask questions to your friends, random folks
you meet on the water, and online.
Jeff Currier — Practice, practice and practice. Exercise casting every chance you get.
Remember you don’t need to be on the water. Any lawn will do, whether it’s yours or the
nearby park. Stay sharp with your knots. And every chance you have to hit the water, do
it. And when you’re with an angler more advanced than you are, don’t be afraid to observe
and ask questions.
John Juracek — In my experience, the best thing novice and intermediate anglers can do
to improve their on-stream success (and their pleasure in the angling process itself) is to
improve their casting. Nothing else is even remotely as important. If you can control your
line, leader and fly, you’re going to meet with a lot of success and have a lot of fun with
fly fishing. Conversely, if you don’t know where your fly is going, fly fishing can be a very
frustrating sport. Once you understand the mechanics of fly casting, improving your
performance markedly isn’t nearly as difficult as many people believe.
In retrospect, my query was pretty simple. I asked some of the planet’s finest fly fishers to
share the number one thing that novice and intermediate anglers can do to improve their
results on the water. After reading through, and thinking on, all their responses, I wanted
to make a point that some readers may not otherwise notice.
There Are No Magic Beans.
Ten truly incredible anglers — ten amazing fly fishers who are also fantastic teachers and
instructors — just offered their advice on how you can improve your results when you fly
fish for trout. And yet not one of them told you to buy a particular fly rod, or fly reel, or
pair of waders. None of them claimed that increasing your overall success depends on
fishing a particular river, or a particular hatch, or using a secret fly, or reading a book, or
watching a video, or mastering a certain technique that will invariably allow you to catch
more and larger trout.
And that’s because a better rod will not make you a better caster or a better fly fisher.
Choosing a particular fly will not raise your ceiling as an angler. Experimenting with an
unfamiliar technique won’t take you to a whole new piscatorial level.
In other words, there are no magic beans, or magic bullets, or magic solutions.
Ten of America’s most passionate, dedicated and knowledgeable fly fishers just shared
their views on how you can improve your trout fishing. If I was a beginning or intermediate
angler, I’d go back and read those suggestions over and over. I’d write them down, or take
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a screenshot and print it out. I’d take all those recommendations to heart and I would think
about them over and over until they were cemented into my subconscious.
Very few of us will ever have the opportunity to sit down at dinner with the School of
Trout’s instructors. Chances are you’ll never bump into Craig on the river, or share a cup
of coffee with Tom, or get to pick Hilary’s brain at the take-out, or ask Jeff, who at last
count had caught more than 400 different species of fish on a fly, how you, personally, can
become a better trout angler. You’re not likely to talk with Kirk or Tim as they float by in
a drift boat, or bump into Bob or Mac in the fly shop, or watch John or Pat work their magic
on the water. And yet you now have the ability to take advantage of hundreds and hundreds
of years of accumulated fly fishing wisdom.
Or, if you prefer, you can just keep looking for those magic beans …

2021 KAI IWI LAKES FISHING COMPETITION
The annual Kai Iwi lakes trout fishing competition will be held between 2 July and 4 July
2021.
The lakes are in the Kaipara district north of Dargaville up near Mamaranui. They are
nestled in park-like settings with two great campgrounds to choose from.
The lakes are easily accessible with walking and mountain bike tracks around them.
The lakes have very clear water and in some spots are up to 30m deep.
They provide great fishing from novice to expert and great for kids and families.
Early bird tickets for the competition are $40 and kids are free.
There are great voucher prizes and a kayak spot prize for the kids.
Fishing starts at 12pm Friday 2nd July 2021 and must cease no later than 11 am Sunday
4th July 2021.
Contestants must be at the weigh-in queue by 11.30 am Sunday 4th July 2021.
Go to https://fishandgame.org.nz/assets/Uploads/Kai-Iwi-Lakes-Poster-2021-Flyer.pdf
to see the Competition Flyer.
Tight Lines.
Graham Gallaghan, Northland Fish & Game Officer.
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Barrie in action on a small Auckland Waikato Stream. Photo courtesy of
Pawel Mikolajczyk.
AMAZING FISHING OPPORTUNITIES AT LAKE PUPUKE
Media Release – Fish And Game NZ
Three hundred large rainbow trout have been released by Fish & Game staff into the Quarry
Lake arm of Lake Pupuke on the North Shore this week and fishing has never been better.
The traditional release site on the East side of the lake was shifted to the smaller quarry
lake to improve catch rates for anglers.
Fishing is excellent at the moment and one lucky anger caught and released 30 trout in a
day’s fishing.
Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game Fisheries manager Dr Adam Daniel said the small area
of Quarry Lake makes it about 20 times more likely that anglers will catch trout compared
to fishing in the main lake.
Because the fish have come from a hatchery, they will be adjusting to feeding on their own
so fishing with bait under a float will be extremely effective for the next couple of weeks.
Quarry Lake is located between Northcote Road and the hospital next to the North Shore
Canoe Club.
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The new landscaping around the lake makes it a great spot to take kids fishing.
Dr Daniel wanted to remind anglers that a licence is required to fish for trout but kids’
licences are free and available on the Fish & Game Website.

FISH AND GAME REVIEW PROPOSALS UNDEMOCRATIC
Hunters and fishers would largely be deprived from participation and management of their
sports body, NZ Fish and Game, if recommendations contained in a recently released
Government-instigated review of their organisation are adopted, states the New Zealand
Federation of Freshwater Anglers (NZFFA).
“It takes out the heart of ‘user-pays/user says’,” says NZFFA president Dr Peter Trolove.
The review proposes control being passed to the Minister of Conservation and the
Department of Conservation (DOC).
“This so-called ‘independent’ review, called for by former Minister of Conservation,
Eugenie Sage, highlights a glaring conflict of interest within a government department in
which many see their role solely as conservators of New Zealand’s indigenous species –
while condemning trout and salmon as ‘introduced predators’. Ironically DOC has a very
poor record in managing and conserving New Zealand’s native fish,” Dr Trolove says.
The review recommends that an elected or appointed salaried chair of NZ Fish and Game
(NZFGC) should head and control the implementation of the review.
The present chair of the NZFGC Ray Grubb told Radio NZ the organisation itself would
now be implementing the recommendations of the review with the agreed approval of
Environment Minister David Parker.
“The minister has endorsed that approach by recognising that I will continue as chair of
Fish and Game, and that Fish and Game will actually put in place the report itself rather
than have it directed by the Department of Conservation,” Grubb says – maintaining he is
the right person to lead the changes.
Trolove says that could be viewed as a dictatorial undemocratic process being forced upon
a sports organisation financed by the annual licence fees that are paid for by individual
fishers and hunters.
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“The New Zealand Federation of Freshwater Anglers demand that licence holders and Fish
and Game regional councillors have the opportunity to discuss and vote as to whether they
accept the review and current Fish and Game chair’s intentions. Anything less would
smack of dictatorship and a Government takeover of a member-financed sports body.”
The review’s proposed changes of government appointees occupying previously elected
council seats, both nationally and regionally, would be seen by many as an agenda of
government takeover, not unlike the government’s seizure of Environment Canterbury
back in 2009,Trolove says.
“This governance review is weak on positive governance recommendations. Diminishing
democratic participation isn’t improved governance,” he says.
Trolove says democracy has been a hallmark of Fish and Game to make it fully effective
an automatic “opt-in” registration of all licence holders to vote in Fish and Game elections
should be implemented.
Currently on buying a licence an angler or shooter has to signify separately, their wish to
be eligible to vote.
“Plus we would want more regular public consultation, especially on controversial topics
like water policy or sustainable tourism”, he adds
Contact: Peter Trolove, President NZFFA - Phone 03 324 2779 or 029 779 0295.

EDITORS NOTE

Piscantur, quacumque possis capere pisces.
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FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956
Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047
Members
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692

Takapuna
Takapuna
Glenfield
Torbay
Northcote
Northcote

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
iconpromote@gmail.com
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
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